Start up here!

Do you know the name of the test?

Yes

Can you find it in our Catalogue?

Yes, visit us.

No

Did you find any names in our Catalogue?

Yes, visit us.

No

Box B

Have you found the source article?

Yes, but the items aren’t inside it.

Not yet.

Box A

- Find sample items from the test.
- Use the sample items as search keywords to find the actual test.

Did not work.

- Email the test authors, and some researchers who used the test. Ask them for a copy of the items.
- Most will respond within 3 days.

Or, you can:

- Try to find a different scale.
- Do the troubleshooters.
- Come visit us.

Test name found, but can’t find source article.

Follow the steps in Box A.

No test names found.

- Do the troubleshooters.
- Come visit us.

Or, you can:

- Try to find a different scale.
- Do the troubleshooters.
- Come visit us.

Did not work.

- Search for studies that measured your construct.
- Find the citations for the tests that were used in those studies.
- Use the citation to find the reference to the source article.
- If you feel like you’re using the wrong keywords, try #4 and #5 in the troubleshooters.

- Find the citation for the source article using the steps in Box B (search for the test title instead of the construct).
- When you have the citation, find the actual article.

Did not work.

- Email the test authors, and some researchers who used the test. Ask them for a copy of the items.
- Most will respond within 3 days.

Or, you can:

- Try to find a different scale.
- Do the troubleshooters.
- Come visit us.

- Search for studies that measured your construct.
- Find the citations for the tests that were used in those studies.
- Use the citation to find the reference to the source article.
- If you feel like you’re using the wrong keywords, try #4 and #5 in the troubleshooters.